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IJKWI addresses techniques, systems, methods and
applications that help the World Wide Web transform from a
static data and information repository into an interactive,
dynamic, transparent and secure knowledge and service
network. The Web has become a ubiquitous tool for
finding/sharing information, and conducting business,
learning and entertainment. IJKWI is committed to deepening
the understanding of enabling technologies for
applying/developing the Web as a global information
repository as well as computational, cognitive and social
foundations of the Web.
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survey papers, case studies, conference reports, book reviews, notes,
commentaries, and issues. Special issues devoted to important topics in knowledge and web
intelligence will occasionally be published.
Topics covered include:
• Intelligently searching/navigating
• Personalised access and recommender
systems
• Innovations, applications, issues in
intelligent technologies
• XML data mining, querying, management
• Ontology generation, learning, reasoning
Semantic Web and Web 2.0
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Web usage, content, structure mining
Web-based decision support systems
Intelligent human-web interaction
Social network analysis and Web blog
mining
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